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A LIMIT ON THE LENGTH OF THE INDECOMPOSABLE 
MODULES OVER A HEREDITARY ALGEBRA 

BRIT ROHNES 

Introduction. Let k be an algebraically closed field, let A be a hereditary 
A>algebra of finite type, that is, there is only a finite number of noniso-
morphic indecomposable ./(-modules. Let K be an indecomposable A-
module, let Soc K be the socle of K9 P(Soc K) the projective cover of Soc 
K, and I(K) the injective envelope of K. If X is a module, let /(X) denote 
the composition length of X. In this paper we show that the inequality 

(1) /(/>(Soc K)) + /(/(#)) - /(K) g /(M) 

is always true, where M is an indecomposable yl-module of maximal 
length. 

It is known that ifp(A) is the number of nonempty preprojective classes 
in the preprojective partition for A, then p(A) = ^(M), where M is as 
above [5]. We will apply the inequality (1) above to prove that if R is the 
trivial extension of A by DA, then we have 

(2) p(R) - 1 S /(*o) S P(R) 

where X0 is an indecomposable /^-module of maximal length. 
To show this, we first apply (1) to show that if X is an indecomposable 

/^-module, then 

(i) /(X) S 1 + /(Af), if X is projective 

(ii) /(X) ^ /(M), if X is not projective. 

Using (3) and the fact that p(R) = p(A) + 1, we get that (2) is always 
satisfied. 

In the last section we give some examples to illustrate what may happen 
if the algebra is not hereditary. First we give an example of an algebra 
where the inequality (1) is not satisfied by all indecomposable modules, 
not even by all simple modules. 

As a second example, we present an algebra A which is not hereditary, 
but the inequality (1) is satisfied for all indecomposable yl-modules, and 
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if we let T be the trivial extension of A by DA, then the inequality (3) is 
not satisfied for all indecomposable T-modules. 

The third example illustrates the fact that there are artin algebras for 
which the left part of inequality (2) above is not satisfied. It would be 
interesting to know whether the right part is generally true. 

1. Statements and proofs. The main aim of this section is to prove the 
following 

THEOREM A. Let Abe a hereditary algebra of finite type over an algebra
ically closed field. Let K be an indecomposable A-module and M an inde
composable A-module of maximal length. Then the inequality 

(1) /(P(Soc K)) + /(/(#)) - '{K) ^ '{M) 

is always true. 

We know that since A is hereditary of finite type over an algebraically 
closed field, then mod A, the category of finitely generated /4-modules, is 
equivalent to the category of representations of a Dynkin diagram of type 
A„, Dn, n ^ 4, E6, E1 or Es (see [2] for description of Dynkin diagrams). 
We will prove the theorem by treating each of these cases separately. But 
before we start proving this theorem, we will first look at the special case 
when K is a simple /1-module. In this case we can prove that there is an 
indecomposable /1-module which has the same composition factors as the 
module P(Soc K) _H_ I(K)/K. This is true even if A is hereditary of infinite 
type. But we point out that it is easy to find examples where A is hereditary 
of finite type, K is an indecomposable /1-module, and such that there is 
no indecomposable module which has the same composition factors as 
P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K. 

If r is an artin algebra, we recall that a /"-module TV is said to have a 
waist if there is a nontrivial proper submodule N' of N such that every 
submodule of N contains or is contained in N'. N' is then a waist in N. It 
is easy to see that if N has a waist, then N is an indecomposable Amodule, 
see [1] for details. 

We also recall from [1] the definition of a pasted module. Let A ^ B 
and C ç D be /"-modules, and suppose that there is an isomorphism 
a: B/A -» C. If there is a module X with B ç X and an isomorphism 
ß: XIA -• D such that the diagram below commutes, 

XIA - ^ D 

ine 

B/A - C 

a 
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then we say that we can paste B and D by a, and we call X the pasted mod
ule. It is shown in [1, Corollary 3.2] that if F is hereditary, we can always 
paste modules. We are now in a position to prove the following proposi
tion. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an hereditary artin algebra. Let St be a simple 
A-module, Pi the projective cover of St-, and I{ the injective envelope of S(. 
Then there is a A-module X{ which is simple or has a waist, such that Pi £ 
Xi and XiJrPi ^ /,-. Consequently, we have /(Xt) = /(/,-) + /(P{) - /{St). 

PROOF. We have rP{ c p. and S{ c /,. Further, Pi/rP{ ^ St. That is, 
if we put rPi — A, P{ = B, Si — C and I{ = D, we have the situation 
described above. Since A is hereditary, there is a pasted module Xt- with 
Pi Ç Xi and an isomorphism ß:Xi/rPi -> /,-. In [1, Corollary 3.4] it is 
shown that if we have modules M, N such that M/rM is simple, and there 
is an isomorphism cc'.MjrM -• Soc N, then if we can paste M and TV by 
a, the pasted module has a waist or is simple. (If X{ is simple, then both 
P{ and /,- are simple.) 

We will now prove Theorem A above. 

(I) Proof of the theorem if A is of type An. If A is of type An, then 
there is up to isomorphism only one indecomposable yl-module M of 
maximal length, and M has exactly one copy of each simple module as 
compositon factors [2], therefore /(M) = n. The following two lemmas 
are trivial consequences of the description of representations of An-
diagrams in [2, Satz 2.2]. 

LEMMA (A-i). If K is an indecomposable A-module, then K has at most 
one copy of each simple module as composition factors. Therefore, Soc K 
has no more than one copy of any simple module as a summand. 

LEMMA (A-ii). If we number the vertices of the A „-diagram in the obvious 
way ?~? • • •"•, then if K is an indecomposable A-module and there are 
i, j with i < j such that both of the corresponding simple modules Si and 
Sj are composition factors of K, then each simple Sm, with i ^ m ^ j , is a 
composition factor of K. 

With the help of (A-ii) and recalling the structure of ^„-diagrams, it is 
not difficult to see that the following lemma is true. 

LEMMA (A-iii). Let S( and Sj be simple summands of Soc K with S{ ¥ Sj. 
Then 

(a) P(St) and P(Sj) have no composition factor in common. 
(b) I(Si) and I(Sj) have at most one composition factor in common. If 

I(Si) and I(Sj) have a composition factor in common, then this common 
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composition factor is a simple injective summand of KjrK, and if i < j , 
then no simple Sm with i < m < j is a summand of Soc K 

(c) P(St) and I(Sj) have no composition factor in common. P(Sj) and l(Sj) 
have only one common composition factor, and this composition factor is a 
copy of Si. 

Because of Proposition 1, it is enough to look at the case where 
K is not simple. If K is not simple, then Soc K Ç rK, and we get that 

/(Soc K) + /(K/rK) ^ /(K). This means that the following inequality is 
true. 

/(P($ocK)) + /(I(K)) - /(K) 

^ /(P(Soc K)) + /(I(K)) - /(Soc K) - /(K/rK). 

Now look at the composition factors of the module P(Soc K) _U_ I(K). 
From (A-i) and (A-iii, b) it follows that the module I(K) has at most two 
copies of any simple module as composition factor, and if I(K) has two 
copies of a simple S{, then S{ is also a composition factor of K/rK. From 
(A-iii, (a)) P(Soc K) has at most one copy of any simple module as composi
tion factor, and from (A-iii, c) it follows that if S{ is a composition factor 
of P(Soc K) which is also a composition factor of I(K), then S{ is a sum
mand of Soc K. From (A-i) it follows that Soc K has at most one copy of 
Sj as a composition factor. Consequently, the module P(Soc K) _[]_ I(K) 
has at most two copies of any simple module as composition factors, and 
if P(Soc K) J]_ I(K) has two copies of a simple S{, then this simple module 
is a compositions factor of Soc K or of K/rK. It follows that 

/(P(Soc K)) + /(I(K)) - /(Soc K) - /(K/rK) <, n = /(M), 

and the inequality (1) is proved. 

(II) PROOF OF THE THEOREM IF A IS OF TYPE Dn, n è 4. If 
A is of type Dn, n ^ 4, then we number the vertices of the £>w-diagram in 

the following way • - • • • • < * " . From [21 we know that the module 
of maximal length has the dimension vector (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1, 1), and so 
/(M) = 3 + 2(n - 3) = In - 3. 

By considering the indecomposable representations of a D„-diagram, 
see [2; 3.2] we get the following lemma. 

LEMMA (D-i). No indecomposable A-module has more than two copies 
of any simple module as composition factors. Further, no indecomposable 
module K has more than one copy of the simple modules Si, S„_i, Sn, cor
responding to the vertices 1, n - 1 andn of the diagram. Since Soc K c K, 
the same thing is true of Soc K 

We will first consider the case when K has at most one copy of each 
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simple module as composition factor. In this case, some of the properties 
of ^„-diagram still hold. We make use of the following lemma, see [2; 
3.2 i)-f )]. 

LEMMA (D-ii). If an indecomposable A-module K has no more than one 
copy of any simple module as composition factor, and it has one copy of 
each of the simple modules S( and Sr with 1 ^ / % r ^ n, then it has one 
copy of each simple Sk with i ^ k ^ r, except possibly when r — n and 
k = n — 1. Remark also that if both Sw_i and Sn are composition factors 
of K, then Sn-2 is also a composition factor of K. 

Let now K be an indecomposable /(-module that has no more than one 
copy of any simple module as composition factor. Suppose that at most 
one of the simple modules Sn-\ and Sn is a summand of Soc K. Recalling 
the structure of the DM-diagrams and applying (D-ii), it is not difficult 
to see that K satisfies lemma (A-iii) above, and one can argue as in the 
case of A „-diagrams to show that 

/(P(Soc K)) + /(/(#)) - '(K) è n < In - 3. 

Suppose that both Sn-i and Sn are summands of Soc K. Then we have 
from (D-ii) above that K has a copy of Sn-2 as composition factor. Since 
both Sn-i and Sn are summands of Soc K, the Dw-diagram has an oriented 

subquiver Dt of form •-•• • • • •-••^ , where we have chosen t e N. 

Such / is the least integer in the set {1, . . . , « — 2} which has the property 
that all arrows of Dt point in the same direction. If t ^ 1, then observe 
that the subquiver •—• • • • • •—• is an ^(„-quiver. We see that I(Sn)/Sn 

^ I(Sn-i)lSnn-, and Sn and Sn^ are simple projectives. Let m be least in
teger in the set {1, . . . . , n — 2} such that Sm is a composition factor of 
K, by (D-ii) there always exists such an integer m. Now if m ^ /, then 
P(Soc K) JL I{K) has two copies of every simple S{ with t ^ i <> n, and 
no copies of any other simple module. Since Sn, Sn-i and Sm are composi
tion factors of K9 we get /(P(Soc K)) + /(I(K) - /(K) £2n-3.1fm< 
t, then P(Soc K) JL I(K) has three copies of the simple module Su but 
then by (D-ii) St is also a composition factor of K. ,P(Soc K) JL I{K) has 
two copies of any simple S{ with t < i ^ n, but each such S{ is also a 
composition factor of K, and since the subquiver •—• • ••• •—• is an 

^„-quiver, we get /(P)Soc (K) + / ( / (#)) - /(K) ^ In - 3. 
We will now consider indecomposable yl-modules which have two 

copies of at least one simple module. In this case we have the following 
lemma which follows directly from [2; 3.2a)]. 

LEMMA (D-iii). Every indecomposable A-module K which has two copies 
of at least one simple module as composition factors, is of the following 
form : K has one copy of each of the simple modules Sn-i and Sn. There 
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exists a unique u e N9 with 1 < u ^ n — 2, such that K has two copies of 
any simple S{ with u ^ / ^ n — 2. Further, there exists a unique v e N, 
with 1 S v < w, such that K has one copy of any simple S{ with v ^ / ^ 
u — 1, and ifv > 1, K has no copy of any simple St with 1 ^ / < v. 

Since /(Af) = 2n — 3, to prove the theorem it is enough to show that 
if K is as in (D-iii), then P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K has at most one copy of two 
of the simple modules Sn-2, S»_i, Sn, at most one copy of either Su or 
SV9 and at most two copies of any other simple module as composition 
factors. 

If both or none of the simple modules Sn-i and Sn are summands of 
Soc K, then it is easy to see that P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K has exactly one copy 
of each of these simple modules. Suppose that one, but not both, of the 
simple modules Sn-i and Sn is in Soc K, say Sn is in Soc K. If Sn-2 is 
also in Soc K, then there are three copies of Sn in P(Soc K) JL I(K) (note 
that Sn is a composition factor of P(Sn-2), and three copies of Sn-2 

(note that Sn_2 is a composition factor of I(Sn)), but there are only two 
copies of Sn-i. If 5M_2 is n o t in Soc K, then there can be at most three 
copies of each of the simple modules Sw_i and Sn-2 in ^(Soc K) JL I(K), 
and two copies of Sn. Therefore P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K has in any case at 
most one copy of two of the three simple modules Sn_2, *S„_i or Sn, 
and no more than two copies of the third one. 

Now, if S; is a simple projective summand of Soc K with u ^ / ^ n — 2, 
then there are two copies of S,- in Soc K, four copies of St in P(Soc K) 
JL I(K), and two copies in P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K. If 5, is a nonprojective 
summand of Soc K with / ^ w, then from (D-iii) and the structure of 
D„-diagrams one can infer that i = w, and there are in this case three 
copies of Su in P(Soc K) JL I(K), and one copy in P(Soc K) JL I(K). In 
this situation there can be two copies of Sv in P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K, in all 
other cases there are at most one. If S, is a summand of Soc K with / < u, 
then there are at most three copies of 5, in P(Soc K) JL I(K), and at most 
one in P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K. If St is a simple injective yl-module with 
u < t ^ n — 2, then there are' four copies of St in P(Soc K) JL I(K\ two 
copies in i*(Soc AT) JL I(K)/K. If S, is a simple injective with v < t ^ w, 
then there are at most three copies of St in P(Soc K) JL Z(A )̂, and at most 
two copies in P(Soc K) JL I(K)/K. If 5,- is a noninjective simple modula 
which is not a composition factor of Soc K, then there are at most two 
copies of S; in P(Soc AT) JL I(K). The conclusion follows. 

(Ill) A IS OF TYPE E6, E7, Es. The inequalities 

/(P(Soc K)) + /(/(*)) - /(K) £ 1 1 E6 

/(P(Soc Ĵ )) + /(/(A)) - / ( * ) £ 1 7 £7 

/(P(Soc JO) + / ( / W ) - ' (* ) ^ 2 9 ^ 8 
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have been established by checking them for all possible orientations with 
help of a computer. This computer work has been done by 0 . Bakke. 

We will now show how this theorem can be applied to find a limit on 
the length of the indecomposable modules over the trivial extension R 
of A by DA, and hence to the relation between the number of nonempty 
preprojective classes, p(R), and the maximal length of indecomposable 
/^-modules. The aim is to show that p(R) - 1 ^ S(XQ) ^ p(R), where X0 

is an indecomposable i?-module of maximal length. 
Let A be as above, and R the trivial extension of by DA. We will consider 

right yl-modules and right JR-modules. Let Q = DA. We recall that there 
is an embedding of categories modA -• modi? [4]. We first get the follow
ing 

PROPOSITION 2. Let X be an indecomposable R-module, and let M be an 
indecomposable A-module of maximal length. 

(i) If X is projective injective, then S(X) ^ 1 + S(M). We have an 
equality sign above if and only if A is a Nakayama algebra, or either the 
projective cover or the inject ive envelope of XjrX in mod/1 is isomorphic 
to M. 

(ii) If X is an indecomposable nonprojective R-module, then 

/(X) ^ /(M). 

PROOF. We recall from [4] that if X is an i?-module, then X can be written 
as X = (U ® Q _^ V\ where U, Vare yl-modules, and ^is a yl-morphism. 
To prove (i), we apply Proposition 1. Let X be an indecomposable pro
jective injective i?-module. Then we have from [4] that X is of form X = 
(P ® Q A /) where P is an indecomposable projective yl-module, cjj is 
an isomorphism, and I is an indecomposable injective yl-module such 
that PjrP ^ Soc /. We get /(X) = /(P) iL / ( / ) . But from Proposition 1 
we know that there is an indecomposable yl-module Y such that / ( 7 ) = 
/(/>) + / ( / ) - 1. We get /(X) = /(P) + / ( / ) = / (F ) + 1 ^ /(Af)+ 1, 
since M is an indecomposable yl-module of maximal length. 

If P or I is isomorphic to M, then it is easy to see that we have an equal
ity sign. Suppose now that for an indecomposable projective 7?-module 
X we have /(X) = /(M) + 1, that is, if X = (P ® Q * / ) , then /(P) 
+ / ( / ) = /(M) + 1, or /(Y) = /(P) + /( /) - 1 = /(Af), where y is the 
pasted module corresponding to P and I. An hereditary artin algebra of 
finite type has, up to isomorphism, only one indecomposable module of 
maximal length, see [2], therefore Y ^ M. But the pasted module Y has 
waist (see Proposition 1), so M has a waist. Since A is of finite type, this 
means that M has a simple top or a simple socle, see [1, theorem 2.2]. 
Therefore, A has to be of type An and, furthermore, it has to be of one of 
the following types: 
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1) •—• • • • •—•; 2) •—• •—•«-• •<-•, where m ^ 1, 
1 a„ a\ co h bm 

n ^ 1 ; or 3) •«-• •—•-*• • • • •—•, n ^ 1, m ^ 1. 
û« Û1 Û0 *1 *m 

In the first case, A is Nakayama. Then if A" is a projective 7?-module, 
S(X) =/(M) + 1. In the second case, M is injective, in the third case M 
is projective. This completes the proof of (1) in the theorem. 

If X is an indecomposable nonprojective /^-module, we know from [4] 
that X is either of type X = (N ® Q -> 0), where TV is an indecomposable 
yl-module, or X = (U ® Q A> V), where U is a projective /1-module, V 
is injective, and ker X = K is an indecomposable noninjective /I-module 
with K -> £/ ® ß an injective envelope in mod A[4]. If ^ is of the first 
type, it follows trivially that /(X) ^ /(M), where M is the indecomposable 
/(-module of maximal length. Therefore, it is enough to look at X of 
second type to prove part (ii) of Proposition 2. We will make use of the 
following lemma. 

LEMMA. IfX={U®Ql+V\ with ker À = K, then /(X) = /(P(SocK)) 
+ /(I{K)) — S(K), where as above l(K) is the injective envelope of K in 
mod/1, and P{Soc K) is the projective cover of Soc K in mod A. 

PROOF. If X = (U ® Q i> V) with ker À = K, then U ® Q s I(K) 
and tf/rjy s Soc / (Soc K) = Soc K. That means (7 ^ P(Soc K). The 
sequence 0 -+ A: -+ /(AT) _i V - 0 is exact, therefore V ^ / (#) /# . We 
get /(X) = /(£/) + /(V) = /(P(Soc *)) + / ( / (*)) - ' ( * ) • 

Using this lemma and the theorem above, part (ii) of the proposition 
follows immediately. 

Now, let p(R) be the number of nonempty preprojective classes in the 
preprojective partition for R. We will now easily get 

THEOREM B. Let A and R as above. If X0 is an indecomposable R-module 
of maximal length, then 

p(R) - 1 ^ /(*o) ^ P(R), 

and S(XQ) = p(R) if and only if the indecomposable A-module of maximal 
length is projective or injective. 

PROOF. In [3] it is shown that p(R) = /(M) + 1, where M is an inde
composable/1-module of maximal length. Since M is also an indecompo-
sable^-module we have /(X0) ^ /(M). From Proposition 2 we get /(XQ) ^ 
p(R), and if S(XQ) = p(R) = /(M) + 1, we have the situation described 
in Proposition 2(i), and the conclusion follows. 

3. Examples. In this section we want to look at some examples of al
gebras which are not hereditary, and see what happens to the inequalities 
discussed in §2. First we will present an algebra which has the property 
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that the inequality (1) above is not satisfied by all indecomposable A-
modules, not even by all the simple modules. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a self-injective Nakayama algebra, and suppose 
that the common length of the indecomposable projectives is n, where 
n > 1. Then we know that this is the maximal length of the indecompo
sable yl-modules. If S{ is any simple module, then 

/(/>(£,)) + /(/(S,)) - /{Sd = 2n - 1 > n. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let A be the algebra given by the tree with one zero relation. 

5 

There are 12 nonisomorphic indecomposable yl-modules, and the 
maximal length is 4. One can check that 

/(/>(Soc K)) + /(I(K)) - /(K) S 4 

for all indecomposable yl-modules K. 
But let T be the trivial extension of A by DA. Then one can show that 

T corresponds to a Brauer tree of form •—•—•—•—•—• . There are two 
nonprojective /1-modules of length 5, so the statement of Proposition 
2(ii) is not true in this case. 

As a last example, we want to present a self-injective algebra for which 
/(XQ) < p(R) — 1, where X0 is an indecomposable module of maximal 
length. 

EXAMPLE 3. Let A be an algebra corresponding to the Brauer tree 

1 I 3 
m - 5 ^ 4 j 

There is one exceptional vertex of multiplicity m = 5. One can show that 
the maximal length of indecomposable modules is 12, while p(A) = 17. 
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